Who Are The Secret Society?

A secret society is a club or an organization whose activities,
events, inner functioning, or membership are concealed. The
society may or may not attempt to conceal its existence.
Secret societies have captured the imagination of the public
for centuries. Many of these groups are thought to be ancient,
mysterious gatherings of powerful men who get together and
tip the balance of world power in their favor.
These organizations, which have developed their own rituals
and require membership oaths, exist for numerous reasons
and have popped up over the centuries. Not just anyone can be
a member of these groups. Many restrict admittance based on
gender, religion, or occupation. Some seek power for their
members, while others are dedicated to charity. Whatever
their purpose, these organizations are thought to have
significant influence on the outside world, largely because of
the powerful people known to be members.
The Most Powerful Secret Organizations:

• The Freemasons
Freemasons are well known worldwide, with an estimated 2
million members -- more than 1 million of whom are in the
U.S. The group has included influential figures such as George
Washington, Ben Franklin, J. Edgar Hoover, Benedict Arnold,
and more.

A group of Freemasons in ceremonial dress, 1902.

The Grand Masonic Lodge was created in 1717 when four
small groups of lodges joined together. Membership levels
were initially first and second degree, but in the 1750s this
was expanded to create the third degree which caused a split
in the group. When a person reaches the third degree, they
are called a Master Mason. Masons conduct their regular
meetings in a ritualized style. This includes many references
to architectural symbols such as the compass and square.
They refer to God as “The Great Architect of the Universe”.
The three degrees of Masonry are: 1: Entered Apprentice, this
makes you a basic member of the group. 2: Fellow Craft, this
is an intermediate degree in which you are meant to develop
further knowledge of Masonry. 3: Master Mason, this degree
is necessary for participating in most masonic activities.
Some rites (such as the Scottish rite) list up to 33 degrees of
membership. Masons use signs and handshakes to gain
admission to their meetings, as well as to identify themselves
to other people who may be Masons.

As an organization, the Freemasons claim to believe in a
supreme being, a “grand architect.” But not everyone is
convinced that architect is the Christian God. Some even
believe it's Satan. It could also be Baal, Baphomet, Dajjal, Rahu,
Osiris, some combination of these, or an entirely original
conception independent of any other earthly religion.

• The Illuminati
The Illuminati is a name given to several groups, both real and
fictitious. Historically, the name usually refers to the Bavarian
Illuminati, an Enlightenment-era secret society founded on 1
May 1776 in Bavaria, today part of Germany.
Image: Adam Weishaupt (1748–1830), founder of the Bavarian
Illuminati
The Illuminati want to bring in a “New World Order”. The New
World Order aims to consolidate sovereign nations into a larger
nation which will be controlled by an “unknown” group of
people. Basically, it is proposed that there is a plan to bring all
nations of the world into one- where only one government rule
and the same currency used.

We previously talked about the Illuminati bringing about a New
World Order where one government will basically rule all. But
how are they doing this? This is an important question, as
knowing what their end game is and how they want to achieve
it, can tell us how to become more aware and in control of the
way we choose to live.
It is believed that these puppet masters can manipulate and
gain power by creating order out of chaos. Therefore deceiving
the public by creating fear, and then putting in place a
“solution” that has hidden agendas.
What Do These Secret Organizations Do?
Every summer the “elite” businessmen, politicians, presidents,
bankers, and some celebrities and musicians are known to
gather at Bohemian Grove, a 160 -acre cabin site in Redwood
Forest in Monte Rio California (which is guarded with heavy
security) to worship a 30-40 foot owl god they call Molech.
There they gather around a stage that can seat up to 2000
people where they perform elaborate rituals, ceremonies and
are also rumored to perform mock sacrifices and engage in sex
orgies.
Freemasons and the Illuminati are the same.
Who controls the world? You may have heard of “the
Illuminati”, which is associated with conspiracy theorists.

Secret societies are real and very dangerous; they want you to
believe they don’t exist and will do anything to protect their
secrets.
Freemasons have been around for generations and will have you
believe they are about love and helping humanity, but the the
opposite is true.
New World Order Planned from the beginning:
The secret society plan for New World Order (designed by the
freemasons in 1782) is laid out for all to see on the U.S. one
dollar bill (added to the U.S. one dollar bill in 1932.)
On the back of the U.S. ONE DOLLAR BILL, “ANNUIT COEPTIS
NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM” appears. It’s Latin and translates to
“A Plot to Undertake by oath, A NEW WORLD ORDER.”
NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM is also tattoo’d on many famous
people, such as Harry Potter author J.K. Rowling, and
translates to NEW ORDER OF THE AGES.
ANNUIT COEPTIS: ANNUIT translates to “winks” and COEPTIS
translates to “undertakings” (a formal pledge or promise to do
something.)
All freemasons and illuminati members must take a sacred
pledge to NEVER speak of what goes on behind closed doors of
their secret society.

Many photos of famous people can be found with a finger over
their mouth, forming the “shhh” be quiet, or don’t tell image.
In Which Cases The Secret Societies Are Expanded:
It will surprise you that they extend in all cases. Such as,
1. World Politics
2. Government
3. Education
4. Media
5. Celebrities
6. Music and movies
And more...
What Does The Entertainment Industry Have To Do With It?

If I wanted to take over the world, the first place I would start is
the MEDIA!
The television and smartphone is a staple device in the hands
and houses of millions from all over the world. And technology
is not going to stop there. These fat cats have their dirty little
paws all over the major media networks and music companies.
Therefore they have a significant amount of control over our
screens, and in return control over our minds without having to
use direct enforcement. It’s pure genius!
When we watch television or listen to music our mind is
switched from beta brain waves (an active and logical state of
mind) into an alpha state of mind.

This is where the mind becomes more hypnotic and receptive to
suggestions and subliminal messages that wouldn’t be so
receptive in a Beta state of mind.
The entertainment industry plays a key role in distracting and
influencing societies opinions while creating social movements
and trends. The products from the music and film industry now
more than ever are normalizing over-sexualized themes, drugs,
and violence.
The Illuminati also strategically place certain symbols, numbers
and subliminal messages throughout T.V, film, music and in
children’s movies that we can’t see with the naked eye. The
Illuminati also use predictive programming, where they will
show you in some way, what they plan on doing before it’s done.
Who Are Associated With This Secret Organization?
Hollywood actors, politicians, news reporters, famous
musicians, authors and other famous people are freemasons.
These people are puppets of “the elite.” In exchange for their
obedience, they’re rewarded with fame and fortune by their
masters.
Most freemasons don’t know the truth behind the masonic veil
they belong to and what the real secrets are.
Lower level freemasons do the bidding of high level freemasons
in exchange for fame, fortune and other desires; the sky is the
limit if you obey.

Their Future Plans / Depopulation / Coronavirus:
Nothing troubles the secret elite powers quite so much as the
world’s growing population. Their goal is to reduce this number
to a billion—and by any means possible: wars, famine, epidemics,
disease and vaccines that make women infertile.
Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030 is the New World Order
Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030 is a plan to Depopulate 95% of the
World Population by 2030 and it’s happening right now.
Another name for Agenda 21 is “Sustainable Development.” Most
people have never heard of this. Start researching Agenda 21 and
Agenda 2030.

This post goes into detail on Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030, the New
World Order.
COVID-19 is being used as a political cover for the greatest
financial collapse in the history of the world.
The lockdown of the population is done to keep people inside and
away from each other. If people are away from each other, they
can’t work together, now can they?

Luckily, many people are waking up to the lies of governments
around the world.
Governments around the world have been planning a New
World Order, one government, where depopulation is to take
place with people living under locked-down conditions.
There is a One World Government planned and that is a fact.
Research it. Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030 are not conspiracy
theories. The media, who called it a “conspiracy theory” just
ten years ago, now acknowledges it, although you don’t see
any media outlet making a big deal out of it.
They don’t want you to know what they’re planning. They’re
too busy telling us how dangerous covid is.
AGENDA 2030 And Concentration Camps Explained:
Who is overseeing this New World Order? The media hasn’t
disclosed that information. Our government hasn’t revealed
that information.
If the United Nations spent decades planning Agenda 21 and
Agenda 2030 for a New World Order, someone knows who the
planners are, but We, the People don’t.
Information has been hidden from people for years. We are
only told what they want us to know, via television, movies,
radio, etc. (all scripted.)

Who controls the world?
You first need to learn who controls the world and what their
hidden agenda is. Then you’re going to learn how it all ties to
Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030.
A few families control the majority of the world’s wealth. The
Rothschilds and the Rockefellers are the most powerful
families on earth and have been for generations. These families
control our banking system and governments.
The Rothschilds have a very long and dark history. They have
caused mayhem for centuries. John D Rockefeller came to
power when he became an very rich in the oil industry in the
1800s.

John D. Rockefeller (1839-1937)

The Rockefeller and Rothschild families are complete
psychopaths with no empathy. Caring only for power, these
two families operate many secret societies, along with major
corporations around the world we all know. They are also called
Illuminati.
How do the Rockefellers and Rothschild families control our
world? They manage our monetary system (they control all
banks and government.)

Banks and these families rule the world and not governments.
By controlling our money and broadcasting lies via the
television and media, which they control, they enslave us.
The Rockefellers and Rothschilds are over the banks and the
banks are over all governments of the world. Banks create
money with no financial backing (illegal) and dictate our
policies.
The Rockefeller and Rothschild families, along with their secret
societies, are behind every financial crisis in the world, for their
benefit.
Agenda Behind The Elite:
The ultimate goal of the Rockefeller and Rothschild families is
total control over the entire human race. They want to create a
New World Order, a world central government which they
control.
• By creating a debt-based economy, they make us into wage
slaves. People work from 9 to 5 in depressing environments.
There is little stimulation or creative thinking. The sole
motivation for going to work is the next paycheck that barely
makes ends meet.
• People never have enough money. Corporations pay millions
to their CEOs and almost nothing to employees. This is all part
of the plan.

• The elite wants to create a central world bank that dictates all
global finances. Banks and the elite want to create a single
electronic currency that replaces all money. Perhaps you’ve
already seen signs at registers in stores saying, “due to the
shortage of coins, exact change only please or use debit or credit
cards.” NO MORE CASH. They want to track everything and
everyone with digital ccurrency
• They want to build a world army and NATO is already starting
this. The idea of a world army is to suppress countries that don’t
follow their agenda (New World Order.)
• They want to create world government ministries. They need a
world ministry of oil that takes over all oil corporations.
• A world ministry of health will take over all pharmaceuticals.
The World health organization is already that ministry. In this
way, they can force us to follow western medicine and control
our health (like they already do now.)
• The world ministry of trade will dictate global business and
eliminate all corporations.
How They Controls The World:
The elite uses many tricks such as brainwashing and the media
to enforce their agendas on us. Their favorite one is the problemreaction-solution method.
All news is scripted. Television news media lies.
At stage one, they create a problem.

“Global Warming” is a lie to end democracy:
By making us believe in the false theory of global warming, they
generate a reaction. Everyone fears the world will collapse if we
don’t stop overconsuming. In this way, they force policies on the
pretext that we need to save the world.
It seems the Agenda 21 program is there to protect humans and
the planet, but, in reality, the UN wants to centralize all decision
making and depopulate the planet.
They use buzz words like “eco-sustainability” to sound
believable and authoritative.
Agenda 21 is a cover story to create a global fascist state where
humans have no control. Another disturbing fact about Agenda
21 is the elite wants to remove private properties.
Their Depopulation Plan:
Death By Vaccines: Bill Gates Wants To Kill Us All
One way the elite tries to kill us is through vaccines. There are no scientific studies
showing vaccines are safe for humans.
The few studies on “vaccine safety” that exist only compare vaccines against each
other and not a placebo. Vaccines are often untested and not safe for humans.

Bill Gates has a patent on the covid vaccine; patent number 060606. Coincidence?
Who gets a patent on a vaccine by the way?

Bill Gates is one of the biggest proponents of vaccines. He is
also a huge believer in eugenics. Bill Gate’s father, William H.
Gates Sr., has long been part of Planned Parenthood and also
wanted depopulation of the world.
Vaccines are often untested and not safe for humans
Bill Gates purchased 500,000 shares of Monsanto stock in 2010
for $23 million. It’s clear his charity is up to more than
“eradicating diseases” and feeding the poor.
Monsanto, by the way, is a very evil company. Do some
research on Monsanto
What Bill Gates wants to do is control the world’s food supply
and reduce the population size. Bill Gates has a direct interest
in seeing Monsanto succeed.
For them to kill people, they have to do it in silence. They have
to make people believe vaccines are safe, otherwise, the
population reduction effort would be met with rebellion.
Fear is used to trick people into doing what they want them to
do; enter the covid hoax.
Two ways vaccines can reduce the population:
1. Vaccines cause severe diseases in the distant future. By
administering tainted vaccines, they can cut lives short
2.They can use vaccines to sterilize people to affect birth rates

You already know a lot about them and their activities.
You still have a lot to know. You will find a premium
version of this eBook on the Internet.

Everything you get in the premium version:
1. How they control the world
2. Their symbols
3. What is their plan
4. Didn’t Vaccines Eliminate Polio:
5. How The US Government Manipulates the Weather:
6. Chemtrails: Poison In The Sky:
7. Controlled By Media:
And more...

Click here for access to the Premier version
Or
Copy and paste the link below into your browser

https://tawsif-emon.creatorspring.com/listing/tawsif-emon-ebook?
product=1227

